Influence of elastic modulus mismatch between dentin and post-and-core on sequential bonding failure.
Clinical failures of teeth restored with post-and-core are critical issues for the survival of teeth and maintenance of oral functions. A tooth with post-and-core restoration is a complex structure. Cement adhesion is believed to be the weakest component, and breakage in this component leads to changes in stress distribution in the complex structure. The tested hypothesis was that cement breaking processes of prosthetic treated teeth were affected by elastic properties of post-and-cores. Finite element analysis focused on sequential adhesion failure between the dentin and cement; the penalty function method was used to analyze stress during each stage of bonding conditions. Failure patterns of adhesion and stress distribution within dentin under load of different materials of post-and-core was observed. Although, an initial failure of cement was observed at the palatal crown margin regardless of the material. Different patterns of adhesion failure between dentin and post-and-cores were observed by different elastic properties of post-and-cores. Stress concentration was observed at the corresponding areas of interface between adhesion failure and continued elements using both post-and-cores. Using failure criteria for cement adhesion, sequential changes of adhesion failure between dentin and post-and-cores were observed. Local stress concentrations leading to severe destruction of dentin were caused by not only materials of post-and-cores but their adhesive conditions to dentin. Nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA) using complex structure model which deals with alterations of interfacial condition between components could provide the simulation for the clinical failure of teeth restored with post-and-cores.